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In last month’s article we explored aspects of indirect leadership.

This month we will examine some key attributes of an effective

leader, whether exercising direct or indirect leadership. Effec-

tive leaders tend to share the following attributes

 They have self-confidence based on knowledge of themselves

and the job that needs to be done.

 They have self-control, ability to think and act effectively

under pressure and to keep emotions from overruling good

judgment. Yet, they exhibit positive emotions about important

aspects of work.

 They have a keen sense of fairness and justice resulting in

action based on facts. They live and work by the “Golden Rule.”

 They are decisive in thoughts, plans and actions. If a decision

is needed, they make it.

 They are concise, accurate and clear in instructions and

reports. Communication is the weakest link of most organiza-

tions and good leaders focus on improving communications

in all directions.

 They provide continuous follow-up to give effect to sound

plans and actions. They do not check up but they do check in

to be sure projects and processes are on time all the time.

 They habitually do more than is expected. As a result, they

can expect more of their people.

 They get along with and work through people without sac-

rificing sincerity or principles. They aim for collaboration over

compromise.

 They have a genuine interest in other’s problems and assist in

finding solution. They reward positive outcomes and promote

qualified subordinates.

 They delegate responsibility, authority and accountability

Good leaders do not use delegation as a means to avoid work

or abdicate responsibility; they use it as a means of training and

improving their people.

 They insist on full attention to, and mastery of, details of the

job. People cannot do a job if they don’t know how to do it.

 They get to the heart of the problem and find the simple,

common-sense solution. All problems are solvable, but often

must be broken down to smaller components that can be

attacked and resolved seriatim.

 They use only constructive criticism. They focus on the pos-

itive and realize that in order to succeed, failure must be seen

as one of the steps to success.

 They insist that the job be done properly, on time, the first

time, every time.

 They show courage in doing the right things in the face of

opposition. They may compromise on issues but never on prin-

ciples.

 They attend to all phases of job responsibilities.

 They regularly and clearly communicate information neces-

sary for others to do their best.

 They are honest, forthright and equitable in their treatment

of people.

 They are action and results oriented.
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